DEMOGRAPHY FALL 2003 BROWN BAG SERIES

September 3: Eugene Hammel, Department of Demography, UCB, Ergodic Politics in the Paleolithic: Time Travel on the D.S.S. SOCSIM.

September 10: Edward Miguel, Department of Economics, UCB, Poverty and Witch Killing.


September 24: Malcolm Potts and Martha Campbell, Department of Public Health, UC Berkeley, The Case for Ease: Understanding the Barriers to Fertility Regulation.

October 1: Suzanne Bianchi, Sociology Department, University of Maryland, Changing Time Allocation in American Families.

October 8: James Smith, RAND, Unraveling the SES-Health Connection.

October 15: No Brown Bag today.

October 22: Gretchen Stockmayer, The Demographic Roots of Household Change in 20th Century U.S.


November 5: Heather Royer, Department of Economics, UC Berkeley, The Effect of Maternal Age on Birth Outcomes.

November 12: Nicole Maestas, RAND, The Effect of Medical Expense Risk on Portfolio Choice.

November 19: Magali Barbieri, INED, France, HIV and Fertility in Thailand.

November 26: Aaron Gullickson, Graduate Group in Sociology and Demography, UCB, The Interracial Context of Educational Assortative Marriage.